
A COMPARISON OF THE ANCIENT GREEK AND ANCIENT ROMAN

RELIGION BELIEF IN GODS

Ancient Roman Religious Beliefs. Ancient Greek Religion The Greeks focus their entire life and life-style around the
gods and pleasing the.

Even the words of the oracles never turned into a sacred text. One cannot forget the Vestal Virgins who had no
Greek counterpart. Thus, divine mother, far from my home-land, exiled in Italy, I address my vows and
prayers to you no less. Refusal to swear a lawful oath sacramentum and breaking a sworn oath carried much
the same penalty: both repudiated the fundamental bonds between the human and divine. A law passed in 81
BC characterised human sacrifice as murder committed for magical purposes. Chief among these were the
gods and humans, though the Titans who predated the Olympian gods also frequently appeared in Greek
myths. The pontiffs, who were clearly the most important priests, were about twenty in number at the
beginning of the Common Era, when the number of Roman citizens exceeded four million! Before setting out
for Troy, this type of animal sacrifice is offered. Watching the heavens In ancient Rome, religion could divide
as well as unite. New cults of imported deities such as Isis from Egypt , Atargatis from Syria, and Cybele from
Anatolia became increasingly important, as well as several philosophical movements such as Platonism ,
stoicism , and Epicureanism ; both tended to detract from the traditional religion, although many Greeks were
able to hold beliefs from more than one of these groups. It is not clear how accessible the interiors of temples
were to the general public. He had little or no civil authority. Any of these moral deviations could cause divine
anger ira deorum and therefore harm the State. Upon entering her office, a Vestal was emancipated from her
father's authority. Different religious groups believed that the world had been created in different ways. And
on earth the gods are part of these communities, whatever form the latter may take. These cults were generally
founded upon legends or sacred stories, such as the tale of Orpheus. The rites were, in other words, a political
weapon. A xoanon was a primitive and symbolic wooden image, perhaps comparable to the Hindu lingam ;
many of these were retained and revered for their antiquity, even when a new statue was the main cult image.
A few Greeks, like Achilles , Alcmene , Amphiaraus Ganymede , Ino , Melicertes , Menelaus , Peleus , and a
great number of those who fought in the Trojan and Theban wars, were considered to have been physically
immortalized and brought to live forever in either Elysium, the Islands of the Blessed, heaven, the ocean, or
beneath the ground. After the huge Roman conquests beyond Greece, new cults from Egypt and Asia became
popular in Greece as well as the western empire. Trendy Serapis Our third snapshot comes from the same
decade as the snapshot previous. The public Vestals prepared ritual substances for use in public and private
cults, and held the state-funded thus public opening ceremony for the Parentalia festival, which was otherwise
a private rite to household ancestors. As a product of Roman sacrifice, the exta and blood are reserved for the
gods, while the meat viscera is shared among human beings in a communal meal. Animal sacrifice usually
took the form of a holocaust or burnt offering, and there was no shared banquet, as "the living cannot share a
meal with the dead". In recent decades this picture has changed, and scholars now stress the variety of local
access rules. There was no principle analogous to separation of church and state in ancient Rome. Xoana had
the advantage that they were easy to carry in processions at festivals. Throughout the poems, the use of the
ritual is apparent at banquets where meat is served, in times of danger or before some important endeavor to
gain the favor of the gods. Various philosophical movements, including the Orphics and Pythagoreans , began
to question the ethics of animal sacrifice, and whether the gods really appreciated it; from the surviving texts
Empedocles and Theophrastus both vegetarians were notable critics. Roman Religion Challenged Judaism and
Christianity, while posing separate threats to the empire, had one thing in common - they both refused to
participate in the worship of the Roman gods and make sacrifices at their temples. His work focuses on the
history of the Roman Republic and early empire, particularly the history of religion and intellectual history.
This appeal to the gods to harm enemies was a curse. In his eyes it absorbed the energy of the people making
them unable to suffer through the adversities that plagued the empire. So in Rome the sacred was a legal
category, and not the earthly manifestation of a transcendental reality. On the whole, the Romans did not ask
these questions in the practice of their ancestral religion. Emperor Elagabalus attempted to marry a vestal
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virgin but was convinced otherwise. Through divine intervention, the rightful line was restored when Rhea
Silvia was impregnated by the god Mars. However, in the end, Christianity would still receive blame for the
ills of the empire. Christianity was at first persecuted by other religions, and later it would persecute them. If
we see ancient Greek religion as representative of some of the social functions which religion was created to
serve, though, then the behavior and attitudes of Christians in America begin to make sense because they
simply stand in a long line of using religion for the purpose of political, national, and ethnic identity. More
formal ones might be made onto altars at temples, and other fluids such as olive oil and honey might be used.


